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History of Aden in Sultan Nagi's Books * 

 

Sultan Nagi's way in writings have the pride of place and consider historically important 
due to its diversity and comprehensiveness, and dependency on the rare documents and 
references, it is difficult to get some of them, and some other drawn from foreign 
resources.  

Sultan Nagi's writings are characterized by stylistic simplicity and non-affectation, when the 
reader reads them, he feels that he is in front of Sultan Nagi face to face; his phrases are 
hid and simple and his statements are short inclining towards the speech of common 
people, nobody will find any difficulty to understand or assimilate its meaning. Also, the 
reader doesn't  feel weary from its pursuing, that the book is like a sea draws the reader 
and arouse his interest  and enforce him to continue reading with what the reader needs of  
valuable and historical information and convinced documents admitted to the reader.  

Sultan Nagi had many historical fields of interests, but most of them concentrated on old 
and contemporary history of Yemen in its various areas. He wrote in political, military, 
cultural, social history, and the history of education. Most of these are established in many 
periodicals and local and Arab journals, and some other were published in independent 
books, perhaps the most famous ones are the Military History of Yemen  and  Role of 
Fatat Al-Gazirah in Events of 1948 in Sanaa and others.  

Maybe the reader who is interested in the Yemeni history has read some of Sultan Nagi's 
writings whenever the opportunity is available but some of his writings published at narrow 
scope that the reader finds it difficult to find them, for example writings about the history of 
the Yemeni cities and regions in the south of the country.  

The General District for Local Management Affairs (formerly), the General Department for 
Local Government (presently) conducted a blanket social survey in many areas in the 
south part of Yemen in both years 74 and 75, which entrusted the historian, Sultan Nagi a 
task of presenting a brief historical outline about the areas covered in the survey in order 
to provide the reader with a historical background of the areas of the social survey.  

Sultan Nagi performed this task, that he presented stimulating historical presentation for 
many blanket social survey, these areas are:  

 In Aden Governorate: Sheikh Othman, Al-Mansoura, Dar Sa'ad, Al-Buraiqah and 
Crater.  

 In Abyan Governorate: Area of Ga'ar, Zingibar and Shuqra. 

 In Hadramout Governorate: Area of Mukalla, Al-Shihr, Seioun, and Shibam.  

He talked about the history of each area since it was a small village until it became a city 
inhabited by population and buildings. He also talked about the changes and development 
in every town, which altered landmarks and monument. He tried to follow the movement of 
construction and building in each area, the changes in the situation of  population life  and 
their economic, and cultural lives. He highlighted on the political events in every area 
alone, that he sow its reasons; initiatives and trajectory, outcomes, negative and positive 



 

 

influences on the life of people and the society. Many time he was contemplating some 
historical landmarks in this area or that one, explaining its history and indicating to its 
founder and causes of its building and the changes that happened in it through different 
ages of history besides the invasions and occupation occurred, and how the people 
confronted those foreign invasions, and how they expelled the invaders from their lands. 

As long as we are talking about the history of the Yemeni cities in Sultan Nagi's writings, it 
is important to contemplate some of the significant patterns of what he wrote about some 
of these cities to show his style in writing and his manner set forth the historical matters 
that our talk will strictly be on Aden city and its suburbs. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

* Extracted from article. (for more details about History of Aden, see read about Aden and 
list of works).   

 



 

 

 


